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Summary
Why Forward Detectors:
 Forward Physics;
 Luminosity Measurements.
The ATLAS Forward Detectors:
LUCID, ZDC and ALFA
description and performances.
Forward Physics with ATLAS forward
detectors.
Conclusions.
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Forward Physics Program
Soft diffraction:
 single diffraction (SD);
 diffractive mass distribution;
 multi parton interactions.

Hard diffraction:
 diffractive dijet production;
 double pomeron exchange (DPE).

Central exclusive production (CEP).
Photon induced processes:
 exclusive dilepton production
(pp→pllp);
 photoproduction processes
(resonances from photonpomeron exchange).

Gap between jets
 dijets production via colour singlet exchange.
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Forward Physics Strategy
Good coverage of the ATLAS detector
in the forward region.
Rapidity gaps in different η regions
and with different configuration
and/or measurements of forward
protons:
 forward region for Single
Diffractive, Double diffractive and
Central Exclusive Production;
 central calorimeter (jetjet) for
Double Pomeron Exchange.
Requirements:
 dedicated detectors;
 low noise detectors;
 single event, no pileup.
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ATLAS expected performances
14, Aug 2009

Luminosity measurements
Precise luminosity measurements
needed.
Leasing systematics in potential
measurements like Higgs boson production
cross section.

Relative
any quantity proportional to luminosity
need a normalization

Absolute

relates rates to cross sections
evaluated for each lumi block (~2 min)

evaluated with Hz frequency

aim at accuracy of about 23% (hard task)

control of bunch structure (bunch by bunch
detector)

 different methods for cross check

efficient use of trigger (beam degradation:
change of prescale)
machine optimization (mini scan)

 minimizing the systematics
cross section measurements (standard
and new physics)
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The ATLAS forward detectors
ATLAS

IP 1

Pseudorapidity Position (from IP)
LUCID

5.6 < |η| < 5.9

± 17 m

ZDC

|η| > 8.3

± 140 m

ALFA

10.6 < |η| < 13.5

± 240 m
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LUCID: Luminosity measurement Using
Cherenkov Integrating Detector
Main parameters per module
η coverage
±[5.6, 5.9]
N. Tubes
20
Material
Mechanic. polished Al
C4F10
Gas
Pressure
1.1 bar
Cherenkov angle
3°
<N. reflections>
3
Ch. threshold
e-: 10 MeV p: 2.8 GeV
Signal FWHM
~10 ns
Read-out
16PMTs(*)+4fibres(#)
Expected dose
7 Mrad/y (1034 cm-2s-1)

Forward detector using Cherenkov effect.
Sensitive to charge particles coming from IP.
2 symmetrical modules at 17 m from IP.
For each module, 20 reflective Al tubes
pointing to the IP.
Each tube, filled with C4F10 at 1.1 bar.
16 tubes directly coupled with PMT (*);
4 tubes read out by fiber boundle coupled to a
MAPMT.
(2 different designs to test the electronics for
LUCID in LHC at high luminosity).
Designed to measure luminosity from
L ~1027cm2s1 to L ~ 4*1033cm2 s1
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LUCID: dedicated luminosity monitor
Online monitor of relative luminosity:
 signal duration shorter than 25 ns
(no pile up between signals coming
from different BC)
 fast response of electronics
(bunch by bunch structure)
 radiation hard (gas detector)
 low sensitivity to background
(projective geometry)
 stable signal definition
(no Landau fluctuations)
 indipendent of LV1 trigger
 indipendent of TDAQ

IP

Absolute luminosity if calibration is
provided:
 before data with MC;
 in 2010 with Van der Meer scan;
 in future with ALFA results and physics
channels (W/Z).

Forward Physics contribution:
 provide minimum bias trigger at high η
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Luminosity measurements with LUCID
vis

L=

 nb f r
  inel

fr = Bunch crossing rate = 2808/3564 * 40 Mhz
μvis = μ*ε Number of pp interactions per bunch crossing as measured by LUCID
ε = Efficiency and acceptance of LUCID (35% single side 14% double side )
σvis = calibration constant

Assumption: number of collisions at the



IP follows Poisson statistics.
Hit definition: one tube above threshold.



Choise of a logic:



Single side: at least one hit in any of the
two vessels
Coincidence: at least one hit in both
vessels
Algorithms:



Event counting: number of events with at
least one hit (up to μ~10);
Hit counting: mean number of hits per
bunch crossing (μ>~10).
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LUCID performance with 2010 data
Run 155697 (2425 May 2010)

<μ> = 0.188

Luminosity = 3.942 μb1

14 bunches: 8 colliding at IP1 + 4 colliding at 11 m (displaced) + 2 non colliding (unpaired)

Event OR

Event AND

Background of single side mode reduced by a factor 100 in coincidence mode.
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ZDC: Zero Degree Calorimeter
ZDC sits in a slot in the TAN
(Target Absorber Neutral)
at 140 m from the IP.
It measures the neutral particles
at zero degree.
4 modules/arms: 1 EM (29 X0) + 3 HAD (1.14 λint)
EM calorimeter:
 11 Tungsten plates in beam region;
 1 mm quartz rods parallel to the beam for
coordinates measurements (read out by MAPMT);
 1.5 mm vertical quartz rods for energy
measurements (read out by PMT).
HAD calorimeter:
 similar to EM.
Radiation hardness:
 small degradation up to 5 Grad;
 at 1033cm2s1 survive for few years;
 at 1034cm2s1 survive for few months.
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ZDC Physics
pp collisions

HI collisions
Hadronic
x-y
calibration
ZDC not
yet
optimized
ZDC local
stream


Very forward cross sections:
 new energy range explored (pT from 0 to
3.3 GeV);
 detection and reconstruction of π0 and η
in two γ, measurements of production
cross section and energy;
 input for high energy cosmic rays
(forward direction and soft scattering,
protons with E>1017 eV)

Stable, low background relative
luminosity monitor and beam tuning.

Counting of the number of the spectator
neutrons throught the measurement of the
energy
(20% energy resolution sufficient to resolve peaks
from 1 or 2 neutrons).

Measurement of the centrality of the
collision.
Trigger for ultraperipheral collisions:
 hard photoproduction;
 quasi elastic vector meson production.

Minumum bias trigger using coincidence.
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Luminosity calibration.

Vertex position Z (mm)

ZDC performance with 2010 pp data

(ns)

The Z (reconstructed) vertex distribution from inner tracker vs. the time
of arrival of showers in ZDCC relative to the ATLAS clock.
Typical time resolution is ~200 ps per PMT.
The two areas outside the main high intensity area are due to satellite
bunches (2.5 ns).
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Luminosity performances
in 2010 data

pp running

Cumulative luminosity vs time during stable
beam for pp collision.
 Luminosity from LUCID detector calibrated
via Van der Meer scan results.
 Delivered luminosity: before ATLAS trigger.
 Systematic uncertainty: 11% (dominated by
beam current).
 ATLAS efficiency: 93.6%


HI running

Cumulative luminosity vs time during stable
beam for pp collision.
 Luminosity from ZDC.
 PbPb nuclear cross section 7.65 barn.
 Detection efficiency 79% (from MC)
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ALFA: Absolute Luminosity For ATLAS

Commissioning starting after Christmas shut down.
Goal: measurement the elastic scattering rate in the
Coulombnuclear Interference region
 run at high β* optics;
 low luminosity;
 paralleltopoint focusing.

Roman pots at 240 m from IP1 equipped with
dedicated detector.
 approach the beam to ~12σ (~1.5mm).

Detector requirements:
 measure |t| ~ 6*104 (θ~3 μrad);
 detector spatial resolution << beam size (130 μm)
σxy ~ 30 μm;
 vacuum tight;
 radiation not an issue.

Solution

scintillating fibers detector:

 <30 μm of inactive region.
 10 x 64 U + 10 x 64 V fibers at 90°;
 MAPMT read out fibers;
 planes staggered by 70.7 μm;
 effective fiber pitch 50 μm.

Beam
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Luminosity measurement with ALFA
Measurement of the absolute luminosity and the total cross section
without the measurement of the inelastic rate:
Optical theorem: σ tot =4π ℑ  f  t= 0  
the total cross section is proportional to the imaginary part of the elastic forward scattering
amplitude extrapolated to zero momentum transfer (t) squared

Measurement of the elastic scattering in the Coulombnuclear interference region:

GOAL: high precision ABSOLUTE LUMINOSITY
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ALFA status and readiness
Beam test of one station (2 detectors) in Autum 2009;
One station with one detector installed in Spring 2010;
Beam test of all detectors to be installed done in Autumn 2010;
Complete installation expected in Dec 2010 – Feb 2011.

Schematic representation of the
determination of the track
coordinates in the beam test of
2010.
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Diffractive Physics
with presently available Forward Detectors
Elastic scattering:
 cross section measurements with ALFA with
precision of O(%).

Soft diffraction:
 events triggered by LUCID, ZDC;
 ALFA:
1) good acceptance for forward protons with
6.3 TeV < Eproton < 7 TeV
2) measurements of SD with fractional
momentum loss <0.01.

Hard diffraction:
 hard scattering events with gap on one side of
the detector triggered by LUCID and ZDC.

DPE and CEP:
 events with two central jets with |η|<2.5,gap
imposed in both side of IP in LUCID and ZDC

Rapidity gap:
 trigger with LUCID and ZDC.
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Conclusions
LUCID and ZDC deeply involved in the luminosity measurement:
 relative luminosity monitor bunch by bunch:
 LUCID preferred luminosity monitor for all 2010 pp data taking;
 ZDC preferred monitor during 2010 HI runs;

 beam condition monitor.
 if calibrated, determination of absolute luminosity at 3% level
of accuracy;
ALFA is ready and tested in beam tests. It will be installed in the
next shut down.
All the forward detectors participate in the ATLAS Forward
Physics program:
 measurements of total and elastic cross section;
 wide diffractive physics study.
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BACK – UP
SLIDES
20

Possible diffractive measurements in ATLAS as a function of cumulated
luminosity
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LUCID
electronics
To DAQ
1.3 Gbit/s

VME

VME

Slink
Slink

LUMI
Lumi
Data

Events
1.3 Gbit/s
R762 hits
(16 Side A
+16 Hits
Sidefrom
C)
LUCID

EPMC 1
EPMC

Hits from
LUCID

0.3 Gbit/s
MAPMT hits
4+4

EPMC2
EPMC

TTCRQ
TTCrq

Stratix II
Stratix
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LUCID signal main characteristics

FADC
signal

Charge
distribution
for tube 7
log scale

Amplitude
vs npe

PMT
timing
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Unpaired bunches: beamgas
and beamhalo interactions;
very small fraction of pp
collisions between an unpaired
bunch in one beam and a
satellite or debunched proton
component in the opposite
beam.

Afterglow: slowlydecaying, lowenergy radiation
produced by pp collision products that hit forward
ATLAS components and scatter around the
experimental cavern for tens of microseconds.
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LUCID: luminosity measurements
RUN 162843 (28/8/2010), muMAX = 1.74
Integrated
Hit OR / Event OR ratio

Event AND – lumi integr su tutti BX per LB

Event AND / Event OR ratio
Beam degradation
Event AND – lumi integr su tutti LB

1 – Ratio between different algorithms flat of
~0.5% for luminosity variation of 40%.
2  Event AND/OR: 1% mean discrepancy
(R~1.01), due to different calibration for the 2
algorithms obtained via VdM scan (will be
studied in next VdM scan).

Lintegr= 339.9 nb1
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LUCID: luminosity measurements

The instantaneous luminosity measured by
LUCID at 7 TeV for 8 different colliding
bunches in the machine. The plot shows that
the time development of the different
bunches is different. The bunch-to-bunch
variations in the luminosity is up to 40% at
the start of the fill. At a time of about 560
minutes there is a loss of luminosity that
affects the bunches differently. Some looses
only 4%, others a third of their luminosity.The
data was taken during ATLAS run 155697.

The luminosity measured by LUCID at 7
TeV during a fill is shown together with
background measurements obtained by
measuring the “background luminosity”
from non-colliding unpaired bunches. The
background level in the single arm trigger
is four orders of magnitude below the
signal and more than 5 orders of
magnitude below the signal when the
coincidence trigger is used.
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LUCID calibration



Relative L provided by LUCID from t=0


monitor beam stability and structure



allow fast reaction to LHC in case of problems

Absolute L needs calibration:
<M>=Npart/BC



Measured by LUCID

L=4 1032

<M> = <C> ∙A ∙ L

L=10
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Npart/int (measured at
low luminosity)

μ = σinel ∙ L


Different calibration methods foreseen


Beam parameters (~10% precision)



Physics channels (W, Z) (510% precision)



ALFA detector (from ~2010) (23% precision)

provided by calibration
calibration constant:
εpp x σinel
No need to measure
εpp and σinel separately!

Luminosità dai parametri di LHC
2 bunches with
identical transverse
profile, gaussina
charge distribution

Nxi = number of protons in bunch i of beam x;
f = revolution frequency;
σx,σy = transverse beam dimensions at the IP;
kb = number of bunches;
β*=β function at IP;
εN=σ*xσ*yγ/β* normalized emittance;
γ=E/mp (~7460)
Accuracy limited by


Extrapolation of σxσy from measurement point to IP



Precision in measurement of bunch currents



Beam-beam effects at IP, beam crossing angle, ...

Maximum precision obtainable from machine 5-10%
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Van der Mer scan

Luminosity measurements
with 2009 data
Instantaneous luminosity for run 142193. Run at 900 GeV.
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Luminosity measurements with 2010 data
Run 152409
LAr: blue open circles
LUCID: open squares
MBTS: red triangles
Cross section = 71.5 mb
(SD, DD, ND processes included)

LAr instantaneous luminosity corrected for the dead time; MBTS and
LUCID not affected by data acquisition dead time.
 Systematic uncertainty dominated by model dependence in the diffractive
components of the cross section: 5% for LAr, LUCID, and MBTS.
 Curves show only the statistical error (systematic uncertainty is time
independent).
 Statistical errors small compared to the size of the markers.


Integrated luminosity: (75.6 ± 15.1) μb−1(stat+syst)
Good agreement between different detectors.
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Luminosity
measurements
with 2010 data (new)

(a) ATLAS instantaneous luminosity for Run
162882, as measured using several algorithms.
Each curve is independently normalized using
the VdM calibration obtained for that algorithm.
The inset at the bottom shows the ratio of the
luminosity obtained with each algorithm to that
obtained with LUCID Event OR. The statistical
uncertainties for the online algorithms (LUCID
Event OR, LUCID Event AND and MBTS Event
AND) are negligible. Statistical uncertainties for
the offline algorithms (LAr Timing and ChPart)
are displayed.

(b) Comparison of the integrated luminosity
obtained
for Run 162882 for each of the algorithms
shown above, together with the statistical
uncertainties on
the measurements. The dotted line shows
the weighted mean of all the algorithms. The
32
shaded band
indicates a ±2% deviation from that mean.
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3.6 m from the IP.
2.1<|η|<3.8 rapidity coverage
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ZDC performances

Energy distribution as measured by the
ZDC-A. Black curve is total events
triggered by the ATLAS minimum bias
trigger. Red curve is events triggered
by the Constant Fraction Discriminator
(CFD). The inset is the lower energy
part of this figure showing the threshold
effect of the CFD. The threshold for full
efficiency is approximately 400 GeV.
The two figures below describe how the
energy scale was set.

Energy distribution as measured by the ZDC-A
for photon candidates. Black curve is events
triggered by the ATLAS minimum bias trigger.
Red curve is events triggered by the Constant
Fraction Discriminator trigger. A photon event is
defined by the longitudinal shower development,
i.e., less than 17 GeV deposited in module 2 and
less than 13 GeV deposited in module 3. Inset is
the lower energy part of the figure showing
threshold effect of the discriminator. The
threshold for full efficiency is approximately 420
GeV. The energy scale for photons was
obtained by adjusting the end point of the
35
distribution to 3.5 TeV.

ZDC performance with 2010 data

MBTS
ZDC

Energy distribution measured by ZDCA for
neutron candidates.
Neutron defined by longitudinal shower
development (>17 GeV in module 2 and >13
GeV in module 3).
From the energy of the spectator neutrons is
possible to determine their number
measurement of the number is equivalent to
measuring the centrality.

Distribution in time of events in ZDCC
minus that in ZDCA, divided by the square
root of 2. This two arm width of 0.26 ns is
larger than the single width shown in the
figure above, (0.21 nsec) which is consistent
with a 4 cm rms in the distribution of pp
interactions along the beam.
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AFP: ATLAS Forward Proton

Add new ATLAS subdetector at 220m from IP to measure the scattered
protons (diffractive and photoproduction processes)
Designed to run at high lumi (1034cm2s1) and
standard optics.
Silicon and fast timing detectors, movable
beam pipe + roman pots.
Requirements:
 close to the beam (edgeless);
 radiation hard;
 high position (10 μm) resolution;
 high timing resolution (510 ps)
no pileup.
Mass resolution 35 GeV per event.
Acceptance > 40% for central masses from 80
GeV to 1 TeV.
220 m
0.02 < ζ < 0.2
Mass and rapidity of centrally produced
system: M 2 =sζ ζ
, y= 1/ 2∗ln  ζ / ζ 
1
2
1 2
ζ1, ζ2 = fractional momentum loss

s2 = squared central mass energy

Submitted by end 2008 for final decision +
test beam results.
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